STANDARD III – HOLIDAY PACKAGE

SCIENCE

PUPIL’S NAME:

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Remember to write your three names properly.
2. Answer all the questions as per instructions.
3. Read all questions carefully before answering.
4. This holiday package should be returned to school when we
open.

SECTION A: Choose the most correct answer
1. Everything that surrounds us is called.........................................
A. matter
B. environment
C. school
D. teachers
[
2. The environment is made-up of two things....................and ...................A. water and plants

]

B. soil and sky C. living things and human being D. living things and non living things
3. Which of the following is a living thing?.....................................

[

]

A. toy boy
B. ant
C. fire
D. chalk
4. Which one can reproduce more, sense, feed and remove wastes .................................

[

]

A. train
B. radio
C. rabbit
D. mountain
5. Which one need air, water and food for it to live .........................................

[

]

A. pen
B. paper
C. plants
6. All living things need ............................................to breath

[

]

D. computer

A. air
B. water
C. smoke
D. hair
[
7. What is a living thing?...............................
A. something that has face
[
B. something that is dead C. something that is alive and active
D. something that is big

]
]

8. The following are the characteristic of living things except...............................
A. breathing
B. growing
C. reproducing
D. attracting
9. Which of the following is not sensory organ ......................................

[

]

A. nail
B. nose
C. eyes
D. skin
[
10. One of the following is a precaution against dangerous organisms ..................................

]

A. throwing stones towards the beehive

B. not playing with dangerous organisms

C. playing near pits and caves
D. walking without wearing shoes
[
11. Which among the following is not a characteristic of sound energy.................................
A. travel in a straight line
C. can be absorbed

B. can be refracted
[
D. travel in all directions from the source

]
]

12. The most important and largest natural source of heat and light energy is..........................
A. fire
B. sun
C. moon
D. electricity
13. Which of the following is a good conductor of heat?.....................................

[

]

A. wood
B. iron
C. clothes
14. A reflected sound is called........................................

[

]

A. echo
B. image
C. shadow
D. rainbow
[
15. Materials that allow only some amount of light to pass through are called........................

]

A. opaque
B. translucent
C. insulators
16. The ability to do work is .........................................

D. transparent

[

]

A. energy
B. work
C. force
17. Heat is transferred in liquid and gases by......................................

D. effort

[

]

D. refraction

[

]

A. conduction

B. radiation

C. convection

D. glass

18. Heat from the sun reaches us through.................................................
A. conduction
B. radiation
C. convection
19. In metals, heat is transferred by.................................?

[

]

A. conduction
B. radiation
C. convection
D. reflection
20. Which of these is not an example of transparent materials?.......................................

[

]

A. oiled paper
B. water
21. Matter exists in...............................states

[

]

A. two
B. four
C. five
D. three
22. Anything that has weight and occupies space is called ...................................

[

]

A. atoms
B. four
C. matter
D. solid
23. The states of matter are gas, solid and ...........................

[

]

A. air
B. smoke
C. liquid
D. water
24. The following objects sink in water except...................................

[

]

A. stone
B. pin
C. coin
D. ball
25. For an object to float on water, it should be.........................................

[

]

A. filled with air
B. smaller and heavy
C. filled with sand
26. Water in solid state is known as.................................

D. very heavy

[

]

A. ice cream
B. vapors
C. smoke
27. Water changes to ice by..........................................

D. ice

[

]

A. evaporation
B. freezing
C. melting
D. condensation
28. The following are the traditional methods of communication except............................

[

]

A. telephone
B. horn blowing
C. drum beating
D. smoke
29. The following are the modern ways of communication except one ...............................

[

]

A. letters
B. internet
C. radio
30. ...............measurements are obtained using standard devices

D. whistling

[

]

A. formal
B. informal
C. volume
31. Thermometer is for measuring............................

D. length

[

]

A weight
B. length
C. volume
32. ....................................is the bouncing back of light rays

D. temperature

[

]

A. refrection
B. reflection
C. echo
33. ............is formed on the mirror as result of reflection of light

D. image

[

]

A. shadow
B. shade
34. ............................is the bending of light rays

D. image

[

]

A. refraction
B. reflection
C. echo
D. image
35. The degree of hotness and coldness is called ..................................

[

]

[

]

A. light

B. heat

C. glass

C. picture

C. temperature

D. reflection

D. air

E. liquid

D. thermometer

36. One among the following is not used in garment cleanliness ...........................
A. steel wool
B. detergent
C. basin
D. cloth line
37. Food that protect the body from diseases are.......................................

[

]

A. fats and oil
B. protein
C. carbohydrates
38. ...................................helps our bodies to grow

[

]

D. vitamins

[

]

A. fats and oil
B. protein
C. carbohydrate
D. vitamins
40. The meal with all groups of food in known as.............................................

[

]

A. lunch
B dinner
C. balanced D. balanced break fast
41. Which food is rich in protein among the following ....................................

[

]

A. doughnut
B. fish
42. ..................store food temporarily

[

]

A. anus
B. small intestine
C. mouth
D. stomach
43. Digestion and absorption of food takes place in the ......................................

[

]

A. small intestine B. mouth
C. large intestine
44. Chewing of food is done in the......................................

D. stomach

[

]

A. stomach
B. small intestine
45. ................................................causes AIDS

D. mouth

[

]

A. HIV/AID
B. bacteria
C. HIV
D. dirty water
46. The importance of cleaning our bodies is......................A. prevent the skin diseases

[

]

B. causes bad smell
C. to spread diseases
D. waste time
47. Which among the following can prevent HIV/AID?....................................

[

]

[

]

A. stomach
B. small intensive
C. large intestine D. mouth
49. The main aim of giving first aid is to ......................
A. increase blood loss

[

]

B. reduce doctor’s work
C. save life of a victim
D. learn more about first aid
50. Garments are also known as........................................

[

]

[

]

D. fruits and vegetables

A. fats and oil
B. protein
C. carbohydrates
39. A group of food that gives us energy is..........................................

A. avoid sharing sharp objects
C. unsafe blood transfusion

C. spinach

D. potato

C. large intestine

B. having unsafe sexual contact
D. touching blood with bare hands

48. Absorption of water and mineral salts takes place in the ................................

A. man

B. machine

C. clothes

D. stationary

Write true or false
51. Mouth is a sensory organ for tasting

............................

52. Human beings have seven sensory organs.

............................

53. Energy is the ability to do work

............................

54. Light energy helps us to see

............................
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55. Wood, plastic and glass are good conductors of heat
56. Air is a mixture of gases

............................
............................

57. Non-living things can produce sound

............................

58. All living things need air

............................

59. Wood, sponge and coin float on water

............................

60.Measuring cylinder is used to measure the temperature

............................

61. Pupils cannot give first aid

............................

62. Chicken chips are balance diet

............................

63. A reflected sound is called echo

............................

64. Light travel in all direction from the source

...........................

65. Opaque materials allow all light to pass through

...........................

66. Television, cellular phone are devices of communication

............................

67. Mobile phones and radio receivers are the old communication..........................
68. A level has three parts which are effort, fulcrum and load

...........................

69. Two types of machines are simple and complex machine

...........................

70. Coloured clothes are washed separately

...........................

Fill in the blanks with the correct answer
71. Sound travels through solids ........................and........................
72. Heat travels in solids by process called......................................
73. ...................................makes their own food
74. We breath in ......................................gas
75. We breath out...................................gas
76. Fats and oil gives us..........................................
77. A blind person cannot.........................................
78. We use...............................to clean our ears
79. Water melon, mangoes and orange are rich in...........................
80...................................clothes are not ironed.
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Match the items in List A with correct response from list B
List A
81.

Answers

List B

Ironing clothes

[

]

A. Electricity, candle, sun

82.

Convection

[

]

B. Uses of heat energy

83.

Ability to do work

[

]

C. Heat transfer in liquids

84.

Sources of light energy

[

]

D. Energy

85.

Heat transfer in solids

[

]

E. Food

86.

Moving forward air

[

]

F. Flying object

87.

Mouth

[

]

G. Poisonous insect

88.

Scorpion

[

]

H. Thrust

89.

Kite

[

]

I. Conduction

90.

Travels in all direction

[

]

J. Sound

Choose the correct information of the following sign from the box and fill in the
space provided
Hospital, Roundabout, Switch off phone, No parking,
Danger, Cracked glass. Underlined number

91.

.
.............................................

92.

............................................
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93.

............................................

94.
.......................................

95.

.........................................

96.

............................................
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97.

8

........................................

Draw three dangerous non-living things you know

98.

99.

100.

